2001 ford focus fuel filter location

Although not a part of regular vehicle maintenance, there will come a time when you'll need to
replace the fuel filter on your Ford Focus. Using a clogged filter can lead to serious problems,
such as a burned-out fuel pump or a busted fuel line. Luckily, replacing a fuel filter is as simple
as pulling the old one out and plugging a new one in, after you've depressurized the fuel
system. Remove the fuel pump fuse. This is in the fuse box underneath the dash on the driver's
side of the cockpit. Put on safety glasses and gloves. Locate the fuel filter. It will be underneath
the car towards the rear on the passenger's side. Remove the fuel lines going into and out of
the filter. Remove the evaporative emissions line. Place the new fuel filter in the bracket, paying
close attention to the directional flow arrows. Reattach the fuel lines and evaporative emissions
line. Start the engine. Lennon Simpson is a graduate of Hendrix College where he received his
B. His articles on politics and current events have appeared in "The Profile. Simpson began his
professional writing career in as a poet in Central Arkansas. Step 1 Remove the fuel pump fuse.
Step 2 Start the engine and let it idle until it stalls. Step 3 Crank the engine to make sure the fuel
is fully out of the system. Replace the fuel pump fuse. Step 1 Remove the battery ground wire.
Lift the Ford Focus on a stable lift. Step 2 Put on safety glasses and gloves. Step 3 Remove the
fuel lines going into and out of the filter. Step 4 Unbolt the bracket and remove the fuel filter.
References My Ford Focus: How to replace the fuel filter. Safety glasses Gloves Ratchet set,
standard Screwdrivers Fuel filter. It helps protecting your engine from being filled with
impurities that comes with the fuel. The fuel filter can be different from one year to another, but
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something like a filter attached to the back of the axle frame but its not , that is meant to last a
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shuddering during acceleration. I'm thinking it might be the fuel filter? I can't however locate it
to replace. Anyone have any insight? Thank you for your time! Air filter? NewtothisT5PQS
answered 2 years ago. Thank you for the suggestions! It was the spark plugs. I changed them
out and all is well. Thanks again for your help! This shuddering is common on the DPS6
transmissions. If you feel the shudder, press on the accelerator more to engage the clutches
further. This is a "self-learning" transmission, meaning it will adapt to the way you drive your
focus and learn to shift smoother accordingly. If you have multiple drivers, this can become an
issue for the transmission never really "learns" the way the primary driver drives. Did you have

the update for the TCM transmission control module installed by the dealer per recall? In most
cases it doesn't really help anything but I've seen this update change a focus like night and day,
so There's plenty that Ford isn't telling consumers about this vehicle. Ranging from improper
rear tire camber from the factory, bogus throttle bodies, idle air control valve issues, poor
overall suspension and steering components, the list goes on and on. Hopefully yours doesn't
turn out to be a total turd lol Good luck. GuruB5KKD answered 2 years ago. GuruC6RMF
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On the undercarriage, under the rear passenger door. It will be directly in front of your fuel tank.
Change the fuel filter. The starter on a Ford Focus ZX3 is located in the undercarriage on the
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